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International Headlines
Nebras acquires 35.5% stake in Indonesian power firm
Nebras Power based in Qatar, announced that it has completed the acquisition of a 35.5 percent
stake in Indonesian utility firm PT Paiton Energy through its wholly owned subsidiary Nebras Power
Netherland BV.
In a statement issued by Nebras the acquisition was completed on December 22. PT Paiton Energy
owns a 2,045 megawatt (MW) thermal power plant in East Java, which is the first and largest
Independent Power Producer (IPP) in Indonesia, representing 4 percent of the county’s total
installed generation capacity. (Read More..) (The Peninsula)
Fitness app HealthifyMe raises $1 million from Dubai-based investor
Mobile-based health and fitness app HealthifyMe that has crossed one million downloads on
Google PlayStore has raised $1 million (Rs 6.7 crores) from Dubai-based investor Neelesh
Bhatnagar whose company NB Ventures has been actively investing in Indian startups.
The app had earlier received $6 million from IDG, Inventus and Blume Ventures. The fresh funding
will be used to hire top leadership and invest in product and technology innovation.
(Read More…) (Knowstartup)

Qatar Airways completes acquisition of
10% of LATAM Group

Chile's LATAM Airlines (LAN.SN), Latin
America's largest commercial carrier, said
Qatar Airways has completed its acquisition
of 10 percent of the company, in a
transaction worth $608.4 million.

Siemens Healthineers partners with Middle Eastern investors to establish first healthcare
establishment in UAE
Global medical technology business, Siemens Healthineers, has partnered with Middle Eastern
investors to establish its first entity in the UAE. The business has joined forces with Easa Saleh Al
Gurg Group, a multidivisional conglomerate based in Dubai, and Electro Mechanical Co.LLC, an
electrical product and services company based in Abu Dhabi, to set up Siemens Healthineers’
inaugural UAE establishment. Siemens Healthineers offers medical imaging, laboratory diagnostics
and advanced medical services, consulting and healthcare IT services in the region. The
partnership comes at a time when the UAE government is encouraging cross-sectoral collaboration
to advance its rapidly growing infrastructure and attract global investment. (Read More…) (Zawya)

LATAM announced in mid-July an
agreement in which Qatar would buy 10
percent of the company via the issuance of
new shares, with a payment of $10 per
share. In the final deal, Qatar purchased
60.8 million LATAM shares, the company
said.
"The entrance of Qatar into the ownership
(of LATAM) is an opportunity to develop a
long-term relationship and explore new
opportunities for connectivity with Asia and
the Middle East," LATAM said in a
statement.

Jay Z, Saudi royals & others invest $105 million in private jet startup JetSmarter
Private jet startup JetSmarter, which includes Las Vegas among the cities it serves, said it had
raised $105 million in financing from a range of investors including the Saudi Royal Family and
rapper and businessman Jay Z.
JetSmarter said it raised the fresh funding at a $1.5 billion valuation, making it one of the highestvalued startups in the sector of all-you-can-fly services, an emerging cohort of startups that offer
scheduled trips on private airplanes for those who can afford the membership fee.
(Read More..) (Review Journal)

The Qatar deal forced the Chilean Cueto
family and the Brazilian Amaro family to
modify the ownership structure of LATAM in
September so as not to dilute their
participation. The company, founded in
2012 through a tie-up between Chile's LAN
and Brazil's TAM, has reported significant
losses in recent years amid a recession in
Brazil. (Read More..) (Reuters)

McDonald's Malaysia and Singapore sold to Saudi group
McDonald's, the world's largest fast-food chain, has sold its Malaysia and Singapore franchise
license to Reza Food Services, a unit of Saudi conglomerate Reza Investment Company, which
already holds a developmental license for the chain for the western and southern regions of Saudi
Arabia.
Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed in a statement by McDonald's Malaysia.
However, press reports had valued the deal at around $400 million for 20-year franchise rights.
(Read More…) (Nikkei Asian Review)
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